summer art camps
for tots, kids, and teens
let’s create together

Art camps at Kimball Art Center are a unique and enriching experience where tots, kids, and teens can learn while having fun all summer long.

All sessions are taught by professional, practicing artists with teaching experience and a personal investment in art education.

Classes without a specific instructor noted are taught by Kimball Art Center staff.
All art materials are included in the catalog class fee unless otherwise noted. Due to drying and firing times, clay pieces will be available 14 days after camp.

Members receive 10% off class registration!
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At Kimball Art Center, we believe you are never too young to be exposed to art. Our camps help children develop their fine motor skills, build imagination, and experiment with various colors, textures, and patterns.

Class enrollment is limited to provide the best experience and appropriate student-to-teacher ratio.

Toddlers must be potty-trained.

Colors and Shapes // Mixed Media
June 8 - 12 | 10:30am - 12pm | Maddie Michael | $85
Square windows, blue skies, green trees, and round eyes! We’ll have fun making art using various hues and shapes of all sizes.

Stories into Sculptures // Mixed Media & Clay
June 15 - 19 | 10:30am - 12pm | Maddie Michael | $95
Young artists will roll, pinch, and squish clay to create characters, scenes, and objects from their favorite stories.

Lines and Texture // Mixed Media
June 22 - 26 | 10:30am - 12pm | $85
Lines and texture are building blocks for art concepts. We’ll play with straight, spiral, zigzag, and squiggly lines while using various materials to give art texture.

YogArt // Mixed Media
June 29 - July 2 | 10:30am - 12pm | Randi Jo Greenberg | $85
At Kimball Art Center, we stretch more than just your creativity. YogART balances body, mind, and soul. Tots will learn meditation, mindfulness, and yoga while creating art projects inspired by the day’s theme.

People and Places // Mixed Media
July 6 - 9 | 10:30am - 12pm | Heather Stamenov | $70
Mom, dad, the beach, or the family dog. Kids will think about all their favorite people, places, and things and use different media to create them as art.

Artsy Animals // Mixed Media
July 13 - 17 | 10:30am - 12pm | Miriam Chavez | $85
From the tallest to the smallest, we will learn all about our favorite animals and then create them using various materials.

Little Explorers // Mixed Media
July 20 - 23 | 10:30am - 12pm | Miriam Chavez | $70
This is the real-life version of Dora the Explorer! We’ll find art materials in nature, which we will use to create exciting projects.

One-Day with Clay // Clay
July 29 | 10:30am - 12pm | $25
You’ll be amazed how much your tot can learn in just one day with clay! This tactile medium allows them to explore their creativity while learning the craft of ceramics.

One-Day Upcycled Art // Mixed Media
August 5 | 10:30am - 12pm | $20
In just one class tots will transform recycled materials like bubble wrap, caps, and cups to create unique pieces of art.

Full STEAM Ahead // Mixed Media
August 10 - 14 | 10:30am - 12pm | $85
We’ll cover all the STEM subjects and introduce art concepts for a week of STEAM. Projects are designed to spark curiosity and intermingle skills. We’ll build forts using different shapes, mix paints to create new colors, and even apply basic math to create art.

Register for camps online at www.kimballartcenter.org/summer-camps/ or call 435-649-8882.
Teens will enjoy both individual and group instruction from teachers who aim to support creative art ideas and help improve technical skills. Morning and afternoon camps can be combined for an all-day creative experience. Kimball Art Center staff will supervise students between sessions. Please note, lunch and snacks are not provided.

**Art Expression // Drawing, Painting, Mixed Media**  
June 8 - 12 | 1pm - 4pm | Amanda T. Losness Ross | $175  
Express yourself and find the media you love most. Every day of this camp is unique, allowing students to experiment with different media. Collage, acrylic painting, drawing, mixed media, print-making, watercolor, pen and ink, and other non-traditional techniques are all options.

**Wheel Throwing I // Clay**  
June 15 - 19 | 9am - 12pm | Adam Addley | $200  
Learn the basics of the potter’s wheel and make clay creations like cups, plates, and bowls. As students advance and build confidence, they can tackle additional wheel-thrown designs.

**Drawing Fundamentals // Drawing**  
June 15 - 19 | 1pm - 4pm | Kate Gates | $175  
Build confidence in various methods of drawing with a range of materials, including colored paper, graphite, charcoal, pastels, pens and more.

**Painting with Multiple Materials // Painting**  
June 22 - 26 | 1pm - 4pm | Philip Vasquez | $190  
Paint your favorite things using watercolor, acrylic, palette knives, special techniques and more!

**Landscape as Material // Clay**  
June 29 - July 2 | 9am - 12pm | Shasta Krueger | $155  
Join us in the clay studio as we explore our local environment and learn about the sources and qualities of clay materials. We’ll test and process ‘wild’ clay to create and decorate as the material allows. Geology, chemistry, and good old fashion trial and error are all part of the experience!

**Watercolor // Painting**  
July 6 - 9 | 1pm - 4pm | Mariko Kowalski | $150  
The painting journey begins with classroom learning and watercolor basics. Once mastered, students will take their drawing and watercolor skills outside to capture the beauty of Park City in watercolor.

**Clay Figures // Clay**  
July 13 - 17 | 9am - 12pm | Karen Southam | $200  
Sculpting a bust in clay while learning how facial structure and expression are related to the muscles and bones beneath are all part of this camp.

**Mosaic Masterpieces // Glass**  
July 13 - 16 | 1pm - 4pm | Katherine England | $195  
Learn to cut, place, and grout to create a mosaic masterpiece using glass and tile. Self-portraits, pets, and abstract design are all exciting possibilities.

**Digital Painting // Digital Art**  
July 20 - 23 | 1pm - 4pm | Kate Gates | $140  
Enjoy four days of digital inspiration using tablets and laptops while drawing and painting from photographs and imagination to create your own character concepts for games, stories, animations, and more. Laptops and software will be provided.

**Wheel Throwing II // Clay**  
July 27 - 30 | 9am - 12pm | Kai Beckett | $165  
Learn the basics of the potter’s wheel and make clay creations like cups, plates, and bowls. As students advance and build confidence, they can tackle additional wheel-thrown designs.

**Bookbinding Basics // Mixed Media**  
July 27 - 30 | 1pm - 4pm | Kate Gates | $165  
Create hand-crafted books and journals with your own flair and style. Learn folding, sewing, and gluing techniques while experimenting with different types of stitches and covers.

**Digital Photography // Photography & Digital Art**  
August 4 - 7 | 1pm - 4pm | Sarah May | $140  
Learn about in-camera control, camera functions and settings, and discuss new techniques in this interactive class. Wear comfortable walking shoes as much of this class involves exploring nearby picturesque locations. Bring your own digital camera (no cell phones please).

**Jewelry // Mixed Media**  
August 10 - 14 | 1pm - 4pm | $190  
Teens will learn a new technique each day to create bracelets, pendants, and rings using clay, wire, string, paper, metal, glass, beads, and other jewelry materials.

Register for camps online at www.kimballartcenter.org/summer-camps/ or call 435-649-8882.
Kids will enjoy exploring various art materials and media, developing a new talent, and improving their skills all while building friendships, self-confidence, and community.

Some of our kids camps are divided into more specific age groups to ensure all students can create at their ability level. Morning and afternoon camps can be combined for an all-day creative experience. Kimball Art Center staff will supervise students between sessions. Please note, lunch and snacks are not provided.

Larger than Life // Painting & Mixed Media
June 8 - 12 | 9am - 12pm | Karen Southam | $175
This is HUGE! Students will be introduced to large-scale methods to create drawings, paintings, and sculptures that can’t fit in a sketchbook.

Art in the Garden // Mixed Media
June 8 - 12 | 9am - 12pm | $200
Want your kids to love art? Plant the seed now! We're partnering with Summit Community Gardens for this week-long outdoor camp. Campers will integrate planting and creating art for their gardens. Activities might include painting large scale murals, clay pots, signs and more to liven up any yard and connect art with the outdoors! This camp will be at the Summit Community Gardens. Register online at summitcommunitygardens.org.

Clay for the Table // Clay
June 8 - 12 | 9am - 12pm | Adam Addley | $185
Kids will create the pieces for a table setting including plates, bowls, cups, and other pottery. Students will explore handbuilding techniques as well as decorative drawings to make their pottery truly unique!

Past & Prominent // Mixed Media
June 8 - 12 | 1pm - 4pm | Maddie Michael | $175
Picasso was famous for his portraits, Monet for his watercolors, and Michelangelo for his frescos and sculptures. We’ll look at the work and techniques of famous artists throughout history and blend their styles with our own.

Environmental Observations // Mixed Media
June 15 - 19 | 9am - 12pm | Miriam Chavez | $175
Taking notice of all the beautiful gifts from Mother Nature — things like clouds, insects, and flowers — we’ll paint and illustrate what we see.

Art Stew // Mixed Media
June 15 - 19 | 1pm - 4pm | Kourtney Burgner | $175
Each day campers will make a new project using the “material of the day.” Expect paint, clay, collage, and other special materials.

Mexican Folk Art // Mixed Media
June 22 - 26 | 9am - 12pm | Miriam Chavez | $175
This bilingual camp focuses on Mexican art and culture and encourages kids to express themselves through a variety of activities, including drawing, painting, sculpture, and wearable art using Alebrijes, Retablos, and Huichol patterns.

Art From Around the World // Mixed Media
June 29 - July 2 | 9am - 12pm | Kate Gates | $185
Travel the globe to discover new and exciting ways to create art and learn about the artists who inspire the processes. Campers will sculpt, paint, draw, make jewelry and more

YogART // Mixed Media
June 29 - July 2 | 1pm - 4pm | Randi Jo Greenberg | $160
At Kimball Art Center, we stretch more than just your creativity. YogART balances body, mind, and soul. Kids will learn meditation, mindfulness, and yoga while creating art projects inspired by the day’s theme.

Earth Friendly // Mixed Media
July 6 - 9 | 9am - 12pm | $140
Trash or treasure? We let our students decide! This class encourages kids to use creativity and discarded items to create art. Recycling, upcycling, and sustainability are their own art forms!

Magical Mosaics // Mixed Media
July 13 - 16 | 9am - 12pm | Katherine England | $195
Students will learn cutting, placing, grouting, and finishing skills to create a mosaic masterpiece they’ll cherish for years to come.

Art with Nature// Mixed Media
July 13 - 17 | 1pm - 4pm | Maddie Michael | $175
Mother Nature really is the planet’s best artist. Campers will learn how natural materials can become art and enjoy collecting and creating rock and branch paintings, leaf prints, plant pigments, handmade paper, shell and sand art, clay and more.

Call of the Wild // Mixed Media
July 20 - 23 | 9am - 12pm | Melissa Allen | $140
From leopards and lions to elephants, rhinos, and giraffes, we’ll learn about the animals that call the African bush home and create safari-inspired art.

Register for camps online at www.kimballartcenter.org/summer-camps/ or call 435-649-8882.
Design it, Wear it // Mixed Media
July 27 - 30 | 9am - 12pm | Miriam Chavez | $150
Kids will learn about design, graphics, and patterns as they sketch their ideas into life! By the end of the week, they’ll have several wearable and useable pieces to bring home.

Fantastical Fantasy // Mixed Media
July 27 - 30 | 1pm - 4pm | Maddie Michael | $150
Wild imaginations meet artistic creations as kids are encouraged to let their minds wander to magical and mythological worlds filled with dragons, fairies, superheroes, and more. They’ll all need wands, capes, and other accessories too!

Garden Creations // Clay
August 4 - 7 | 9am - 12pm | Karen Southam | $150
Make a one-of-a-kind bird feeder, garden gnome, and pot out of clay. Perfect for the garden, front porch, or anywhere our feathered friends can be found.

Building in 3D // Mixed Media
August 10 - 14 | 9am - 12pm | Karen Southam | $175
Channel your child’s inner engineer in this 3D machine making class. Using cardboard, clay, wire, and papier-mâché, students will create cars, robots and other simple machines with art.

Clay & History // Clay
July 6 - 9 | 9am - 12pm | Karen Southam | $150
Combining geography and art history, kids will learn about various historical clay forms while examining different building techniques and creating historic replicas.

Digital Art 101 // Digital Art
June 22 - 26 | 1pm - 4pm | Amanda T. Losness Ross | $175
The good kind of screen time. Kids will draw, paint, and collage digitally while exploring a variety of themes from characters to places and even surrealist ideas. Laptops will be provided. Reach out to us if the class is full and you have your own laptop.

Art & Architecture // Drawing
June 29 - July 2 | 1pm - 4pm | Alex Moldovan | $140
Kids will enjoy learning about the creative connection between art and architecture while examining perspective and drawing buildings from their imagination and observation.

Painting FUNdamentals // Painting
July 6 - 9 | 1pm - 4pm | Alex Moldovan | $150
Learn about the many ways to paint your favorite things using watercolor, acrylic, palette knives, special techniques, and more!

Imagination & Illustration // Drawing/Painting
July 20 - 23 | 1pm - 4pm | Maddie Michael | $140
Authors on the New York Times Best Sellers list all made their literary debut somewhere! Over the course of five weeks, future novelists will hone their writing skills and learn to illustrate their own stories as they draw, paint, and color their imaginative tales.

Art & Science // Mixed Media
August 4 - 7 | 9am - 12pm | $150
S.T.E.M. education is better with art. We will integrate art projects into science, technology, engineering, and math to trigger creativity and make learning fun and memorable.

Sew Exciting // Mixed Media
August 4 - 7 | 1pm - 4pm | Maddie Michael | $150
Learn basic hand-stitching and embroidery techniques to make pillowcases, tote bags, customized clothing and more!

Wheel Throwing II // Clay
August 10 - 14 | 9am - 12pm | Kai Beckett | $190
Learn the basics of the potter’s wheel and make clay creations like cups, plates, and bowls.

Wheel Throwing I // Clay
June 22 - 26 | 9am - 12pm | Kourtney Burgner | $190
Learn the basics of the potter’s wheel and make clay creations like cups, plates, and bowls.

Colorful and Chaotic // Mixed Media
August 10 - 14 | 1pm - 4pm | Philip Vasquez | $175
It won't be clean, but it will be fun! Kids will mix colors and apply paints with unexpected tools to create mixed media paintings. They’ll push the boundaries of the medium while using innovative methods to make art.

Fantastical Fantasy // Mixed Media
July 27 - 30 | 1pm - 4pm | Amanda T. Losness Ross | $175
Wild imaginations meet artistic creations as kids are encouraged to let their minds wander to magical and mythological worlds filled with dragons, fairies, superheroes, and more. They’ll all need wands, capes, and other accessories too!

Garden Creations // Clay
August 4 - 7 | 9am - 12pm | Karen Southam | $150
Make a one-of-a-kind bird feeder, garden gnome, and pot out of clay. Perfect for the garden, front porch, or anywhere our feathered friends can be found.

Building in 3D // Mixed Media
August 10 - 14 | 9am - 12pm | Karen Southam | $175
Channel your child’s inner engineer in this 3D machine making class. Using cardboard, clay, wire, and papier-mâché, students will create cars, robots and other simple machines with art.

Clay & History // Clay
July 6 - 9 | 9am - 12pm | Karen Southam | $150
Combining geography and art history, kids will learn about various historical clay forms while examining different building techniques and creating historic replicas.

Digital Art 101 // Digital Art
June 22 - 26 | 1pm - 4pm | Amanda T. Losness Ross | $175
The good kind of screen time. Kids will draw, paint, and collage digitally while exploring a variety of themes from characters to places and even surrealist ideas. Laptops will be provided. Reach out to us if the class is full and you have your own laptop.

Art & Architecture // Drawing
June 29 - July 2 | 1pm - 4pm | Alex Moldovan | $140
Kids will enjoy learning about the creative connection between art and architecture while examining perspective and drawing buildings from their imagination and observation.

Register for camps online at www.kimballartcenter.org/summer-camps/ or call 435-649-8882.
Register for camps and classes at www.kimballartcenter.org
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